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Abstract

Incumbent politicians tend to receive more votes when economic conditions are
good. In this paper we explore the source of this correlation, exploiting the ex-
ceptional evidence provided by the Spanish Christmas Lottery. Because winning
tickets are typically sold by one lottery outlet, winners tend to be geographi-
cally clustered. This allows us to study the impact of exogenous good economic
conditions on voting behavior. We find that incumbents receive significantly
more votes in winning provinces. The evidence is consistent with a temporary
increase in happiness making voters more lenient toward the incumbent, or with
a stronger preference for the status quo.
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1 Introduction

There is substantial evidence showing a robust correlation between economic outcomes

and the re-election of incumbent politicians in elections.1 While the existence of eco-

nomic voting seems to be a stylized fact, its causes are not yet well understood. In

a context of asymmetric information, voters may interpret economic conditions as a

signal of incumbent’s ability or effort, and thus apply a simple retrospective voting

rule (Nordhaus 1989). Economic voting may also be partly due to voters’ systematic

attribution errors. There is experimental evidence in social psychology finding that

subjects aiming to assess competence systematically fail to take sufficient account of

background or environmental factors (Ross and Nisbett 1991).

It is difficult to disentangle empirically why economic outcomes affect voting be-

havior. There are at least two challenges that are common to most empirical studies

tackling this issue. The first problem is how to identify variations in economic condi-

tions that are independent from incumbents’ actions.2

Second, even in the case of seemingly exogenous events where incumbents may not

have direct control over the event itself, the incumbents may be plausibly held responsi-

ble by voters for either (lack of) preparation or response.3 If voters hold positive priors

about the incumbent, the additional information will tend to, on average, decrease

support for the incumbent (Asworth and Bueno de Mesquita 2014).

In this paper, we try to overcome these issues by exploiting the exceptional evi-

dence provided by a unique randomized natural experiment: the Spanish Christmas

1According to Lewis-Beck and Stegmaier (2007), approximately 400 books and articles on economic
voting have been published. The earlier studies focused on the relationship between U.S. voting
behavior and a number of measures that capture the macroeconomic situation (Gosnell and Coleman
1940, Kramer 1971, Fair 1978). Lewis-Beck (1988) provides similar findings using data from national
elections in OECD countries. More recently, Brender and Drazen (2008) examine a large panel of
countries and find a correlation between economic growth and incumbents’ re-election in less developed
countries and new democracies, but not in developed countries, with the exception of the United States.

2Wolfers (2007) finds that, in the United States, voters in oil-producing states tend to re-elect
incumbent governors during oil price rises, and attributes it to voters’ attribution errors. Brunner, Ross
and Washington (2011) exploit exogenous shifts to labor demand to identify the impact of economic
conditions on policy preferences. They find that positive economic shocks reduce the support for
redistributive policies.

3There is a body of research that exploits evidence from either natural disasters (Healy and Mal-
hotra 2010) or terrorist attacks (Gardeazabal 2010, Montalvo 2011).
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Lottery. This lottery, held every Christmas, offers several convenient features. First,

the Christmas Lottery is a syndicate lottery: around 75% of Spaniards participate in

the lottery, and they typically share tickets with family, friends, and co-workers. In

other words, the Spanish Christmas Lottery is more of a social event than a gamblers’

lottery (Garv́ıa 2007). Second, its economic impact is very large: Spaniards spend

approximately e3 billion on the Christmas Lottery, amounting to about 0.3% of the

Spanish GDP (in 2008, the average Spaniard spent e70 on the Christmas Lottery).

Third, instead of awarding one big prize to a few individuals, as is the case in most

lottery systems, the top prize, known as the Fatty (“el Gordo”), is awarded to several

thousand individuals sharing the same ticket number. Each winner receives around

e15,000 per euro played, and the standard ticket costs e20. Winners of the second

and third top prizes receive e5,000 and e2,500 per euro played, respectively. Because

each number is mostly sold by one lottery outlet, winners tend to be geographically

clustered. For each year of the period we consider, the province where the Fatty was

sold receives an income shock equivalent, on average, to 3% of its GDP. The provinces

where the second and third top prizes are sold receive an income shock equivalent to

1% and 0.5% of GDP, respectively.4 The remaining 47 provinces in Spain typically

receive about one third of the total amount they spent via minor prizes, approximately

0.1% of GDP.

Given these features, this paper uses provincial information on Christmas Lottery

top prizes and expenditure, from 1986 through 2011, to identify random variations

in annual provincial income. We find that the windfall brought by the Christmas

Lottery has a significant effect on national electoral outcomes. In a province receiving

Christmas Lottery awards equivalent to 1% of per capita GDP, the incumbent party

enjoys a significant increase in the share of votes of approximately 0.21 percentage

points. In terms of the number of awarded tickets, the incumbent obtains 0.6 additional

votes for every winning ticket sold in the province.

4At the local level, the impact of lottery prizes tends to be much larger. For instance, in 2011 there
was only one person in the winning town who did not possess a winning lottery ticket (The New York
Times, January 31, 2012).
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Because the incumbent cannot affect which province receives the Fatty, it would

appear that voters should not be rewarding the incumbent. However, some individuals

may fail to understand the random nature of lottery (as in Guryan and Kearney 2008).

To investigate this issue further, we use information from surveys that were run every

year shortly after Christmas. This evidence does not support the existence of an attri-

bution error. Christmas Lottery prizes increase the (self-reported) propensity to vote

for the incumbent, but they do not affect respondents’ assessment of the government

or the opposition.

There are at least two possible explanations that are consistent with the observed

evidence. It might be due to psychological factors: perhaps when economic outcomes

are good, voters become more lenient toward the incumbent; maybe because they feel

happier. This hypothesis would be consistent with the evidence in Healy, Malhotra

and Mo (2010), who, using information from a completely different setting, find that

the outcome of U.S. local college football games just before an election affects the

incumbent’s re-election. Based on this evidence, they argue that personal well-being

might influence voting decisions on a subconscious level. Another possible explanation

is that when voters become richer they become more conservative and, in turn, their

preference for the status quo is strengthened.

Our paper belongs to a growing literature that is turning to lottery data in order

to examine the importance of exogenous (unearned) income shocks on a number of

decisions.5 Our paper shares a caveat with other lottery studies in that our results

may not be typical responses to other forms of unearned income. However, our paper

differs from other lottery studies in at least two important respects. First, the Spanish

Christmas Lottery is an unusual lottery system of syndicate play. In contrast to most

lottery systems, which are gamblers’ lotteries, a vast majority of Spaniards participate

5For instance, Imbens, Rubin and Sacerdote (2001) study the effects of lottery prizes on labor
supply, earnings, savings and consumption. Other authors have analyzed the effect of lottery earnings
on health and mortality (Lindahl 2005), on physical and mental health (Apouey and Clark 2015), on
marriage and divorce (Hankins and Hoekstra 2011), and on individual bankruptcy (Hankins, Hoek-
stra and Skiba 2011). Kuhn et al. (2011) analyze how lottery prizes affect winners consumption,
as well as their neighbors’. Doherty, Gerber and Green (2006) survey lottery winners of varying
amounts and observe that those whom received higher lottery prizes show significantly lower support
for redistribution policies.
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in the Christmas Lottery, making it more of a social event. Second, lottery studies

typically analyze the effect of unexpected exogenous increases on individual income.

Here we study the effect of an income shock that simultaneously affects several thousand

households residing in the same geographic area. In that sense, the Spanish Christmas

Lottery provides a unique setting to study how improvements in economic conditions

affecting a whole community are connected with the re-election of incumbents.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the back-

ground information on Spanish elections and the Spanish Christmas Lottery. Section

3 provides a description of the data, and Section 4 turns to the empirical analysis.

Section 5 discusses the results and concludes.

2 Background

Spain is a relatively young democracy. After Franco’s death in 1975, a Constitution

was passed establishing Spain as a democratic constitutional monarchy. Between 1986

and 2008, the period we consider in this paper, there have been seven elections and

Spain has been ruled by the two main parties: the Partido Socialista Obrero Español

(the main left-wing party, henceforth Socialist Party) for 14 years and the Partido

Popular (the main right-wing party, henceforth People’s Party) for eight years.

The Spanish Christmas Lottery (Loteŕıa de Navidad or Loteŕıa del Gordo) is a na-

tional lottery game which is held every year the 22nd of December, and is considered

the biggest lottery event worldwide. It has been organized since 1812 by the National

Lottery Organization, a branch of the Spanish Public Administration. The draw at-

tracts wide TV audiences, and when the top prize, the Fatty, is drawn, TV cameras

travel to the winning location to show images of some of the happy winners. All in all,

the process constitutes a popular Spanish Christmas tradition.

In his excellent account of syndicate lottery play, Garv́ıa (2007) explains how syn-

dicate play arose in Spain in 1862, when the Spanish lottery system was reformed.

Because lotteries at the time were widely blamed for poverty and crime—as “many

people, and particularly the uneducated, were unable to control their gambling in-
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stincts once they had fallen under their spell”6—the government decided to protect

society by making lotteries unaffordable to the working poor. The rising cost of tickets

did not, however, reduce the lottery’s appeal among the working classes. On the con-

trary, revenues steadily increased due to the way that players responded to the reform:

since many of them could not afford to participate individually, they turned to their

social networks and began syndicate playing.

Christmas Lottery tickets have five-digit numbers. Until 2004, there were 66,000

numbers played; between 2005 and 2010, there were 85,000 numbers played. Each

number is split formally into several smaller units known as series (during our period

of study, an average 150 series of each number were printed). Each series consists of ten

fractions (called décimos). In turn, each fraction can be further divided into smaller

units or shares (called participaciones). People usually buy either a fraction, at a cost

of e20 each, or a share at a cost of between e2 and e5. Depending on how many

fractions and shares have been sold, for each number there might exist somewhere

between 1,500 and 15,000 ticket holders.

Spain’s National Lottery Organization manages the distribution of lottery tickets

throughout lottery outlets across the country. 70% of revenues are distributed as prizes

and the remaining 30% are retained for commissions paid to outlets, revenue for Inter-

nal Revenue, and administration costs. There are three main prizes, which account for

approximately half of the total payout. For the top prize, the Fatty, all holders of frac-

tions of the winning number win e15,000 for every euro played. The second and third

prizes awarded winners e5,000 and e2,500 per euro played, respectively.7 In practice,

a winning player with a fraction of the Fatty was awarded e300,000. According to the

Spanish Survey of Household Finances (Bank of Spain 2007), this amount represents

approximately ten times the average household income (e32,000), and slightly more

than the average level of assets held by the average Spanish household (e257,000).

There are also several thousand smaller prizes. During the period considered in this

6Garv́ıa (2007), p. 622.
7This information corresponds to years 2005 to 2008. Between 1986 and 2004, the prizes per euro

played were e10,000, e4,800 and e2,400 respectively.
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paper, Christmas Lottery prizes were announced on December 22 every year, but the

winners of the main prizes were only able to collect their prize ten days later, in January.

All Christmas lottery prizes are tax exempt.

Each number is typically sold by one lottery outlet,8 due to a number of reasons:

first, given syndicate play, people belonging to the same network like to share the same

number; second, it makes distribution easier; and third, it makes winners more visible.

Which particular number is allocated to each outlet is determined randomly using a

computer.9 Due to the lottery design, and given that most fractions in each number

are sold by only one lottery outlet, the Fatty ends up awarding many relatively small

prizes to several thousand individuals living in the same area. An exception is the

lottery outlet of Sort, a small village in the province of Lleida, that receives buyers

from all over the country for superstitious reasons (“Sort” is the Catalan word for

“Luck”). In recent years Sort has sold ticket fractions with a total value over 100

million, about 3% of total sales. Another phenomenon that has increased over time is

the availability of Christmas Lottery tickets for sale on the internet. However, internet

sales of Christmas Lottery tickets remain relatively small: only around 2% of all tickets

are purchased online.10

2.1 Players’ characteristics

The Spanish Christmas Lottery is not the usual gamblers’ lottery. According to survey

information, 75% of the Spanish population aged 18 or more buy tickets.11 The expen-

diture on lottery by each player is fairly similar. For instance, the average individual

in 2004 was planning to spend between e40 and e60, while relatively few people (less

than 8%) were planning to spend over e180. Most Christmas Lottery players (62%)

8According to our own calculations using data from the last 25 years, on average, 80% of fractions
of the winning numbers were sold by one outlet each year.

9Dossier de Prensa, Sorteo de Navidad 2009, National Lottery Organization.
10This information comes from a personal conversation with a representative of Ventura 24, one of

Spain’s top sellers of lottery tickets online.
11Spain’s Centre for Sociological Research has surveyed the Spanish population regarding their

Christmas Lottery expenditure on six occasions over the period of study. These surveys where con-
ducted in December 1988, January 1998, January 1999, January 2001, December 2004 and December
2009 (surveys number 1779, 2274, 2316, 2406, 2587 and 2824 respectively.) They include information
from 13,422 individuals.
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only buy lottery tickets in the particular case of the Christmas Lottery; only 10% of

Christmas Lottery players are frequent lottery players.

The popularity of the Spanish Christmas Lottery may be due to its potential to

induce regret among nonparticipants, as nonparticipants in a winning (personal or

professional) network know that, had they purchased a ticket, they would also have

won. Furthermore, individuals tend to share tickets. According to the survey data,

87% of the individuals who participate syndicate play. They share their tickets with

relatives (64%), friends (33%), or co-workers (28%). 54% of players purchase shares

(participaciones) at places they frequent. Lottery expenditure does not seem to be

connected to political ideology. Socialist Party voters spend on average e62; People’s

Party voters spend slightly more: approximately e68.

3 Data

We draw information from four sources. First, we use information on Christmas Lot-

tery top prizes and expenditure. Second, we use electoral outcome information. Third,

we use survey data with information on the intention to vote and the subjective assess-

ments of citizens on the economic and political situation. Fourth, we have collected

information on the main macroeconomic variables available at the provincial level. In

the Data Appendix we describe the sources of the data. Next we summarize the main

variables.

3.1 Christmas Lottery data

We use data on awards and on expenditure on Christmas Lottery by province. In

particular, we observe the province where tickets receiving the top three prizes were

sold, as well as the total number of tickets sold in each province. Descriptive statistics

for the lottery data are provided in panel 1 of Table 1. The average yearly expenditure

in Christmas Lottery per province over the period is equal to 0.3% of GDP. This figure

has remained stable over the last two decades. Christmas Lottery prizes amount to
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70% of sales, approximately 0.2% of GDP. We observe the geographical distribution

of the top three prizes, which make up around half of the total quantity assigned to

prizes, that is, roughly 0.1% of GDP. We cannot observe the geographical distribution

of the remaining 13,331 small prizes that are awarded in the Christmas Lottery, but

given the random nature of the prizes, it can be safely assumed that their distribution

is proportional to provincial expenditure in Christmas Lottery. In what follows, by

lottery prizes we mean the top three prizes.

Most tickets for the same number are usually sold within a single province. Due

to this geographical clustering, provinces where the winning tickets are sold tend to

experience relatively large income shocks. Panel 2 in Table 1 provides information on

lottery prizes and expenditure for the province obtaining the Fatty each year (in terms

of its GDP). In the winning province approximately 1,300 fractions are sold; one for

every 200 potential voters. Because these fractions tend to be split in smaller shares

(participaciones), this figure should be considered as a lower bound of the number

of individuals receiving lottery winnings. The average income shock received by the

province is equivalent to about 3.5% of provincial GDP and, in per capita terms, to

about e500. The magnitude of the shock is comparable to typical variations in GDP

growth at the provincial level over the period of study (the average GDP growth rate

is 2.4%, with a standard deviation of 3.4%).

3.2 Electoral data

In panel 3 of Table 1 we display electoral information from national elections from

1986 through 2008. In the average province, the electoral roll is composed of around

six hundred thousand people, with voter turnout at 74%. Incumbent parties received

41% of votes on average. Slightly more votes went to the Socialist Party (40%) than

to the People’s Party (38%); consistent with the Socialist Party winning five out of the

seven national elections in our sample.
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3.3 Survey data

To complement the electoral data, we have also collected information from around one

hundred political surveys conducted during our period of study, covering information on

approximately 300,000 individuals. These surveys are typically conducted in January,

April, July and October of each year.

Surveys typically ask respondents about the political party they would vote for

were there a national election the following day, and the political party which they

sympathize with. About 34% of respondents declare that they sympathize with the

incumbent, and 28% would also vote for her (Table 2). In most surveys, respondents

are also asked to evaluate the incumbent party using a five-point scale (very good, good,

average, poor or very poor). In some surveys, the same five-point scale is used to in-

quire about respondents’ evaluation of the opposition party and their assessment of the

country’s economic situation and/or the political situation.12 Respondents also pro-

vided information about their voting behavior in the previous election. Unfortunately,

there is no collection of respondents’ subjective well-being.

3.4 Macroeconomic data

We have gathered information on the main macroeconomic variables that are available

at the provincial level, namely GDP per capita, gross disposable household income

(GDHI), population, inflation, bank deposits, bank loans, unemployment, labor force

participation, and car sales.13 Official data on housing prices based on market trans-

actions is not available for our period of study; instead, we use the available estimates

12The questions can be respectively translated into English as follows. 1. If the national elections
were to be held tomorrow, which party would you vote for? 2. In any case, which of the following
parties do you sympathize with more, or which of the following parties do you consider closer to your
own ideas? 3. Overall, how would you describe the management task led by the government party:
very good, good, average, poor, very poor? 4. In general, how would you describe the political action
taken by the opposition party: very good, good, average, poor, very poor? 5. Regarding Spain’s overall
economic situation, how would you describe it: very good, good, average, poor, very poor? 6. Regarding
Spain’s overall political situation, how would you describe it: very good, good, average, poor, very poor?

13Unfortunately, there is no direct information available on the value of car sales at the provincial
level. We have collected information from tax records on the average price of cars sold in Spain in a
given year, which we have multiplied by the total number of cars sold in the province to estimate the
total expenditure on vehicles.
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produced by the leading real estate valuation company in Spain. We summarize this

information in panel 4 of Table 1.

Note that while GDP and GDHI are typically highly correlated (there is a 95%

correlation in our sample), the former does not include lottery prize income.14 Lottery

prizes are included in the chapter of household income “Other transfers”. This chap-

ter includes information on the disposable income of households that is derived from

“scholarships, fines, lottery winnings and games of chance”. This information is only

available since 1995.

4 Empirical analysis

In this section, we investigate the relationship between economic outcomes and voting

behavior in national elections in Spain. First we analyze the potential existence of

economic voting in Spain. Next we exploit the random income shocks generated by

the Christmas Lottery in order to deal with the potential endogeneity of variations in

economic conditions.

4.1 Economic conditions and electoral outcomes

Following the standard literature in the topic, in our first specification we regress

the change in votes received by the incumbent on a number of measures of economic

conditions: growth rate in income per capita, unemployment rate, consumer price

index, and housing prices. That is, we run the regression:

∆V otess,t = αt + β∆Economic variabless,t + εs,t (1)

where ∆V otess,t denotes the variation in the percentage of votes received in province

s by the incumbent party in the national elections between the election in year t and

the previous election, and ∆Economic variabless,t denotes the variation in a certain

14The GDHI is derived from primary income by subtracting taxes on income and wealth as well
as social contributions and similar transfers, and adding all social benefits and monetary transfers
(including lottery prizes).
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macroeconomic variable over the electoral term in province s.15

The inclusion of election fixed-effects, αt, allows to control for the effect of factors

that may have simultaneously affected voting behavior in all provinces. The economic

changes that we are thus identifying are variations relative to other provinces in the

same term. In all of our regressions, we cluster standard errors at the province level.

In Table 3 we report the OLS results from estimating regression (1). We find a

positive relationship between the growth rate of income per capita during the election

cycle and the percentage of votes received by the incumbent. According to the estimates

in column (1), an increase in one percent in the growth rate of per capita GDP of a

province relative to the national average is associated with a significant increase in

the incumbent’s votes of 0.33 percentage points. This effect is smaller than the one

estimated by Fair (2009) for U.S. presidential elections, who finds a figure of 0.68

percentage points. We do not find a significant relationship between the incumbent’s

votes and other economic variables.

4.2 Christmas Lottery

In the previous subsection we have documented a positive relationship between eco-

nomic conditions and the percentage of votes received by the incumbent. Nevertheless,

it is not clear what this correlation reflects: it could be that good politicians both cre-

ate policy conducive to economic growth and attract votes, but it could also be that,

for some reason, economic growth leads voters to favor the incumbent. In order to deal

with the endogeneity of economic conditions we exploit the evidence provided by the

Spanish Christmas Lottery.

Given that we exploit information based on the location where lottery tickets are

sold, first we examine whether it is safe to assume that individuals buy Christmas

Lottery in the same province where they live (and vote). Then, we document how

the income shocks generated by the Spanish Christmas Lottery affect macroeconomic

15In Spain there are no term limits, and for national elections from 1986 through 2008, it is almost
always the case that the incumbent party coincides with the incumbent politician. The only national
election in which the incumbent party had a candidate that was not the incumbent politician was
2004.
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variables and voting behavior. Finally, we use survey information to investigate the

mechanism behind the effect of the Christmas Lottery on the votes received by the

incumbent.

4.2.1 Do people purchase lottery tickets in their province of residence?

We use information on the province where lottery tickets were sold. Some players,

however, may exchange tickets with people in their networks who live in other areas, or

they may purchase tickets while on vacation outside their area of residence. Since 1995,

the National Accounts calculates household income at the provincial level including

lottery winnings cashed in the province.16 We use this information to verify that

Christmas Lottery winners live in the same province where the lottery tickets were

sold. In particular, we run the following regression:

∆kys,t = α + βPrizess,t + γExpenditures,t + εs,t (2)

where ∆kys,t denotes the variation in the household income in province s between year

t and year t + k, Prizess,t denotes the Christmas Lottery prizes awarded to province

s over Christmas of year t (and effectively collected in January of year t + 1), and

Expenditures,t refers to the value of Christmas Lottery tickets sold in province s.

All variables are measured in per capita terms. We run this set of regressions for

k = 1, 2, 3, 4. For example, for k = 1, β captures the impact of Christmas Lottery

prizes awarded in the Christmas of year t (and collected in January of year t + 1) on

the household income in the province in year t+ 1. All regressions include population

weights, and standard errors are clustered by province. Additionally, as a placebo, we

also consider the relationship between lottery prizes in a certain year and the variation

in income the previous year (k = −1).

16The way prizes are accounted for in the National Accounts has changed over time. Until year 2002,
Christmas Lottery prizes were assigned to the year during which the prize was collected, typically the
year following the draw. Since 2003, and following European regulations, all Christmas Lottery prizes
are assigned to the year of the draw. In order to deal with this change in accounting, in our analysis
the variables Other transfers and GDHI are measured in the year of the draw until 2002, and in the
following year from 2003 onward.
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The estimates from these regressions are displayed in Figure 1. As expected, Christ-

mas Lottery prizes are unrelated to variations in income over the previous year. Na-

tional Accounts statistics also show that most prizes are collected in the province where

the tickets were sold: each euro of lottery prizes implies an increase in households’ dis-

posable income in the province of 88 cents during the year that prizes are collected.

In later years, households’ disposable income returns to levels comparable to those in

non winning provinces.

We also distinguish between the household income from lottery (National Accounts

chapter “Other transfers”) and household income derived from other sources. Christ-

mas Lottery prizes seem to have no effect on disposable income, other than their direct

effect through prizes collected (upper row, Figure 1).

4.2.2 The macroeconomic effects of the Christmas Lottery

Before turning to voting data, we examine how the Christmas Lottery prizes are con-

nected to a number of macroeconomic variables at the provincial level. This analysis is

of interest in itself, as it provides us with evidence on how individuals react to a tem-

porary and unexpected unearned income shock. Additionally, it sheds light about the

potential impact of the lottery on non winners, which helps to interpret the potential

link between lottery prizes and voting behavior at the aggregate level.

We estimate the relationship between Christmas Lottery prizes and macroeconomic

variables following the specification in equation (2). According to the standard life-

cycle/permanent income hypothesis, lottery winners are expected to smooth consump-

tion by increasing their savings and their durable spending. This prediction is generally

supported by the data. As reported in Figure 1, we observe a significant increase in

deposits roughly equivalent to 65% of lottery prizes shortly after lottery prizes are

awarded. This effect seems to persist for at least three years following the lottery

award. The impact on credit is theoretically ambiguous: some lottery winners might

be paying off some of their debt, while some other winners might be using their new

collateral to apply for new loans. In practice, these two effects seem to cancel each
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other: credit is not significantly affected by lottery prizes. We also examine whether

Christmas Lottery awards affect vehicle sales. We find that in the year following a

lottery prize, the winning province experiences a significant increase in vehicle regis-

trations that is equivalent to 5% of the total Christmas Lottery winnings. Another

possible way to smooth consumption is through investment in housing. Housing prices

increase a few years after the prize has been awarded, but this effect is only marginally

significant. The lack of significance may be related to the fact that the only available

price measure is based on estimations performed by property valuation companies.

Next, we examine the impact of lottery prizes on the overall economic activity

(GDP, population, and prices). This impact might depend on the extent to which

lottery winners consume goods and services produced in their province of residence.

According to trade data, the majority of the goods and services consumed in Spanish

provinces tend to be imported from other provinces or countries.17 We do not observe

any significant impact of lottery prizes on GDP in the years following a lottery shock.

More precisely, with 95% confidence we can rule out increases in GDP of more than 30%

of the amount of the lottery shock. There is no significant effect on either population

growth or the consumer price index.

Finally, we examine the impact on the labor market. On the one hand, a positive

income shock may decrease the labor supply of lottery winners. The magnitude of

this effect would depend on the size of the prize. For instance, Imbens et al. (2001)

find a significant decrease in the labor force participation of winners of at least $2

million, but they do not find any significant effect on the labor force participation

of winners of smaller sums (such as the amounts considered here). On the other

hand, some non winners may decide to join the labor force. Results are generally not

significant at standard levels. We observe a small, insignificant decrease in the labor

force participation. At the same time, there is a temporary marginally significant

decrease in unemployment one year after the prize is awarded.

17The openness ratio of the average Spanish province between 1995 and 2007 was equal to 168%
(C-Intereg database). We thank Carlos Llano for providing us with these data.
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4.2.3 Christmas Lottery and electoral outcomes

We now regress the incumbent’s votes on the Christmas Lottery prizes awarded in a

given province during the term, controlling for lottery expenditure:

∆V otess,t = αt + βPrizess,t + γExpenditures,t + εs,t (3)

where Prizess,t denotes the total income in Spanish Christmas Lottery prizes as per-

centage of GDP received by province s in the electoral term prior to year t, and

Expenditures,t is the expenditure on the Christmas Lottery as percentage of GDP

during the same period.

We present OLS results from running regression (3) in column (2) of Table 3.18

Incumbents receive significantly more votes in provinces awarded with Christmas Lot-

tery prizes. Receiving 1% of GDP in the form of lottery winnings during the electoral

term increases the votes received by the incumbent by approximately 0.21 percentage

points, relative to the votes obtained by the incumbent in losing provinces.19 This

result might reflect either an increase in votes for the incumbent in winning provinces,

or a reduction in votes for the incumbent in losing provinces. In winning provinces,

the variation in votes could be due to either changes in the votes of winners, or to

spillovers to voters who did not win. That is, the results in this paper reflect the sum

of the effect from lottery prizes on winners, and the effect on the rest of the community.

Interestingly, both GDP increases and Christmas Lottery winnings seem to have an

effect of similar magnitude on the votes received by the incumbent.

In order to isolate the direct effect of lottery prizes on voting in column (3) we

18Results, available upon request, are qualitatively similar if we use Christmas Lottery information
in per capita terms instead.

19Above we have considered all the top prizes received by a province over the term prior to the
election. If we distinguish between awards obtained the Christmas right before the election (on
average, four months before the election is held), and awards obtained two and three Christmas before
the election, the coefficients of the lagged variables are not statistically different, but the evidence is
consistent with the effect of Christmas Lottery winnings fading out over time. If we distinguish
between the top, second and third Christmas Lottery prizes, only the Fatty leads to a significant
increase in the share of votes received by the incumbent. However, the estimates are not precise. It
is not possible to reject the hypothesis that the effect of the different top prizes is the same. Results
are available upon request.
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include economic variables together with lottery information. As robustness check, in

column (4) we run the same regression, now including as controls province fixed-effects.

In both cases, results remain unchanged. Thus far we have weighted equally the infor-

mation provided by provinces that, in some cases, greatly differ in their size. In column

(5), we re-estimate the specification in column (3), now weighting each observation by

the potential number of voters in the province. The impact of lottery prizes in the

weighted regression is three times larger (0.66 percentage points), but it is not signifi-

cantly different from our previous estimates.20 In column (6), instead of the amount of

Christmas Lottery awards, we use the number of winning fractions sold (divided by the

number of potential voters). We find that for every winning fraction sold, the incum-

bent receives 0.6 more votes. Because we do not have individual information on the

voting behavior of the recipients of the Christmas Lottery prizes, we cannot separate

to what extent, within provinces, individuals are voting based on personal economic

circumstances, or based on what they observe about their neighbors’ economic circum-

stances. Given the magnitude of the effect, 0.6 votes per winning fraction, our results

are consistent with two possibilities: either lottery prizes strongly affect only the voting

behavior of winners, or lottery prizes also affect the voting behavior of some individuals

who were not awarded Christmas Lottery prizes.

In column (7) we exclude the province of Lleida from the sample. As explained

before, this province includes the town of Sort (which means “Luck”in Catalan), a town

that attracts buyers from all around the country. Excluding this province improves the

accuracy of the estimation, but the point estimate is basically unchanged. Next we

would like to explore whether the effect is different according to the ideology of the

incumbent. In particular, incumbent parties favoring less redistributive policies might

benefit more from increases in income (Brunner et al. 2010, Doherty et al. 2006). In

columns (8) and (9) we split the sample in two: elections in which the left-wing was

the incumbent, and elections in which the right-wing was the incumbent. Right-wing

20We have also examined whether the effect of lottery prizes on the number of votes received by the
incumbent varies depending on provincial GDP per capita, lottery expenditure, or population size.
The accuracy of these estimations is relatively low, and we cannot reject the possibility that the effect
is similar across different groups of provinces. Results are available upon request.
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governments seem to benefit electorally more from economic growth. An increase in 1%

of the GDP is associated with an increase of votes for the incumbent of 0.51 percentage

points when the People’s Party is in power; the figure is 0.26 percentage points when

the incumbent is the Socialist Party. Similarly, the estimated effect of lottery prizes

is slightly larger for elections in which the right-wing was the incumbent, but the

difference between the coefficients for the two parties is not statistically significant.

We have documented the existence of a positive (causal) relationship between lot-

tery prizes and the share of votes received by the incumbent. As shown above, lottery

awards do not affect population size. However, lottery prizes may have an effect in the

number of people that turn out to vote. For instance, Brunner et al. (2010) find that

positive economic shocks decrease voter turnout. There is also some additional evi-

dence that subjective well-being might affect turnout (Dolan, Metcalfe and Powdthavee

2008). In Table 4 we investigate this possibility by regressing electoral participation on

Christmas Lottery prizes and controls. The main determinant of participation is the

unemployment rate. An increase in the unemployment rate of one point is associated

with an increase in participation of 0.20 percentage points (column (1)). The estimated

coefficient of lottery prizes is negative, but it is not statistically significant at standard

levels, and the magnitude is small compared to the effect of lottery awards on the votes

received by the incumbent.

Finally, we check for the robustness of our results using placebo Christmas Lottery

prizes. We regress the votes received by the incumbent on the Christmas Lottery prizes

after an election. If the results in this paper are due to lottery winnings affecting voting

behavior, there should be no relationship between the two. Results shown in the last

column of Table 3 confirm that the Christmas Lottery awards received after the election

are not correlated with the votes received by the incumbent.
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4.3 Christmas Lottery and voting: evidence from survey in-

formation

The incumbent tends to receive more votes in provinces awarded with the Fatty. How-

ever, we do not know which individuals are affected, or the underlying mechanism.

We examine an independent data base, a large-scale survey, in order to investigate

these issues. Specifically, we want to investigate if voters in awarded provinces tend

to re-elect the incumbent because (in what would be an example of attribution error)

they believe, somehow, that the quality of the incumbent has improved. In order to

minimize the potential effect of economic spillovers induced by lottery prizes, we focus

our attention on surveys conducted in January, just a few weeks after the Christmas

lottery. The general specification that we use is as follows:

zi,s,t = Xi,tα + βPrizess,t−1 + γExpenditures,t−1 +
∑
t

δtSt +
∑
s,t

λs,tDs,t + εi,s,t (4)

where zi,s,t denotes the survey responses of individual i in province s at time t, Xi,t is a

vector of individual characteristics, Prizess,t−1 denotes the Christmas Lottery income

awarded in the province the month prior to the survey as percentage of GDP and

Expenditures,t−1 is the corresponding expenditure on the Christmas Lottery. St is a

set of survey dummies and Ds,t is a set of dummies for period and province, where

each period includes three surveys before Christmas (April, July and October) and a

survey after Christmas (January). In other words, we are comparing survey responses

in the same province before and shortly after Christmas.

First, we look at the respondent’s intention to re-elect the incumbent. As can

be seen in column (1), Table 5, in provinces recently awarded with Christmas Lottery

prizes, individuals are more likely to state that they intend to vote for the incumbent.21

This effect is significant at the 5% level. The sign of this coefficient is consistent with the

results obtained with the aggregate electoral data (Table 3), but its magnitude is larger

21Considering prizes awarded four or seven months prior to the survey yields qualitatively similar
results.
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(1.2 vs. 0.66, if we consider the effect estimated in the weighted regression in column

(5) of Table 3). This difference may reflect the fact that here we are capturing the effect

of lottery prizes shortly after Christmas. In columns (2)-(4) we distinguish between

respondents according to previous electoral behavior. The evidence is consistent with

lottery prizes having an effect on voters who did not support the incumbent in the

previous election, but only marginally so. In column (5), we use as dependent variable

an indicator that takes value one if respondents declare that they sympathize with the

incumbent. The magnitude of the effect is similar but the sample size is slightly smaller

and in this case the coefficient is not statistically significant.

In column (6), we use the respondents’ assessment of the incumbent as dependent

variable. The effect goes in the same direction, but in neither case do we observe

any significant association with the Christmas Lottery prizes. In other words, we fail

to find that respondents in provinces awarded with more Christmas Lottery prizes

perceive the incumbent as of better quality. In column (7) we look at the respondents’

assessment of the opposition party: we do not find any significant relationship with

the Christmas Lottery prizes. In columns (8) and (9) we show results from using the

respondents’ assessment of the economic and the political situation at the national level

as dependent variables respectively. There is no relationship between either of these

and the Christmas Lottery prizes. That is, voters in winning provinces do not seem

to overestimate the economic situation at the national level: it does not seem that the

greater propensity to re-elect the incumbent is due to voters’ wrongly thinking that

the national economic situation has improved. Overall, the evidence does not point

towards the hypothesis of attribution errors.

5 Conclusions

There is a large body of evidence suggesting that good economic outcomes are asso-

ciated with the re-election of incumbent politicians. Due to the endogeneity of good

economic outcomes, the nature of this relationship is not clear. In order to deal with

this problem we exploit the exceptional evidence provided by the Spanish Christmas
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Lottery. This lottery, held every year around Christmas, offers several convenient fea-

tures. First, its economic impact is very large. Spaniards spend about 0.3% of the

Spanish GDP on the Christmas Lottery. Second, the Christmas Lottery is a syndicate

lottery: over 75% of Spaniards participate, and they typically share tickets with family,

friends and co-workers. Third, there are many shares for the same number, meaning

that the Fatty awards many relatively small prizes to several thousand individuals.

Because each winning number is typically sold by one lottery outlet, winners tend to

be geographically clustered.

Given these features, we are able to use provincial information on the Christmas

Lottery prizes and expenditure to identify random increases in provincial income. In

the main winning province, approximately 1,300 lottery fractions are awarded. The

number of households receiving lottery earnings is probably larger, given that each

fraction is often divided in smaller shares. We find that, despite the fact that it is

understood that the lottery outcome is completely random, the incumbent party tends

to obtain relatively more votes in these provinces. Each lottery fraction awarded is

associated with, roughly, an additional one half of a vote for the incumbent (Table 3,

column (6)). On aggregate, in the average winning province the mean income shock

is equivalent to 3% of provincial GDP, and the incumbent party enjoys a significant

increase in the share of votes: approximately 0.63 percentage points (Table 3, column

(2)). This effect is robust to a number of robustness checks, including the use of provin-

cial population weights, provincial fixed-effects, placebo lottery prizes, as well as the

exclusion of outliers. Right-wing incumbents seem to benefit more from lottery prizes,

but the difference is not statistically significant. We do not find evidence supporting

the hypothesis that these differences in voting behavior can be explained by variations

in voter turnout.

What is the source of the observed effect? The literature has mainly relied on two

potential explanations for the positive correlation between economic conditions and

incumbents’ electoral performance: asymmetric information (voters learn about politi-

cian quality and effort through economic conditions) or attribution errors (voters are
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mistaken regarding the cause of good economic outcomes). Our results are not consis-

tent with either of these hypotheses; if anything, they seem to be at odds with both,

given that voters are expected to be well aware of the randomness of the Christmas

Lottery winnings. Information from surveys spanning our period of study allows us

to further investigate the mechanism underlying this effect. The evidence from sur-

vey data confirms that respondents in winning provinces are more likely to vote for

the incumbent, but they do not think that the incumbent is more competent, or that

the national economic or political situation has improved. The relatively short time

elapsed between the Christmas lottery and the survey helps to minimize the possibility

that economic spillovers have affected non winners living in the area.

The results in this paper suggest that the positive correlation between good eco-

nomic outcomes and incumbent re-election may reflect something other than voters

being uninformed. Increases in wealth may reinforce voters’ preference for the status

quo or, in the same vein, perhaps when voters are happier, they become more lenient

with the incumbent.
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Figure 1: The Effect of Christmas Lottery Prizes on Economic Conditions
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Notes: Each graph reports results from five different regressions using equation (1) and information from 50 Spanish

provinces between 1986 and 2011. The independent variable is the value in per capita terms of the Christmas Lottery

prizes collected in January of year 1 (expressed in thousands of euros). The dependent variable is the variation between

year 0 and year k in the corresponding variable. Income, Other transfers, Deposits, Loans, Vehicles and GDP, are all

expressed in thousands of euros per capita, unemployment and labor force participation are expressed in percentage

points, and for Housing Prices, Population and Consumer Price Index we use as dependent variable the respective

growth rate in percentage terms.
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics - Information at the Provincial Level

Mean St. dev. Minimum Maximum N
1. Christmas Lottery: All provinces (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Expenditure (% GDP) 0.28 0.11 0.08 0.96 1300
Top prizes (% GDP) 0.10 0.83 0 20.18 1300
Expenditure per capita 41 20 8 199 1300
Top prizes per capita 16 140 0 3,415 1300
Number of winning fractions 83 325 0 3910 1300
Winning fractions per capita (%) 0.02 0.11 0 2.65 1300
2. Christmas Lottery: Winning province
Expenditure (% GDP) 0.34 0.14 0.14 0.72 26
Top prizes (% GDP) 3.46 4.76 0.41 20.18 26
Expenditure per capita 55 31 22 129 26
Top prizes per capita 557 822 80 3,415 26
Number of winning fractions 1337 869 80 3910 26
Winning fractions per capita (%) 0.47 0.62 0.04 2.65 26
3. Electoral data
Electoral roll (in thousands) 639 755 74 4459 350
Voter turnout (%) 73.50 6.02 49.97 84.15 350
Incumbent votes (%) 41.44 9.60 11.45 65.31 350
Socialist Party votes (%) 39.69 8.36 18.40 62.22 350
People’s Party votes (%) 38.10 12.81 7.00 65.31 350
4. Macroeconomic variables
Population (in thousands) 831 998 91 6,490 1,300
GDP per capita 14,281 3,647 6,113 27,238 1,300
Inflation rate 3.92 1.92 -1.59 10.95 1,300
Disposable income per capita 10,397 1,930 6,105 16,985 800
Other transfers per capita 818 192 505 4,023 800
Bank deposits per capita 11,138 4,486 3,871 29,021 1,274
Bank loans per capita 11,873 7,917 1,709 41,114 1,224
Vehicle sales 539 203 181 2,188 1,200
Housing price per square meter 842 412 328 2,555 1,050
Labor force participation (%) 52.28 5.41 38.05 67.25 1,300
Unemployment rate (%) 15.86 7.50 2.96 43.57 1,300

Notes: Notes: Panels 1 and 4 provide information on lottery and macroeconomic variables for the period
1986-2011 for the fifty Spanish provinces. Panel 2 provides lottery information for the province awarded with
the top Christmas lottery prize. Panel 3 includes electoral information at the provincial level for the national
elections held in 1986, 1989, 1993, 1996, 2000, 2004 and 2008. All monetary variables are in constant year
2000 euros. GDP refers to the Gross Domestic Product. Other transfers refers to the homonym chapter in
the Income accounts and includes residents’ income from “scholarships, fines, lottery winnings and games of
chance”. Other transfers and Disposable income including information on Other transfers are only available
since 1995. Bank deposits (including overnight deposits, savings deposits, and deposits with agreed maturity)
and loans are measured in September of every year. Due to the nature of the bank deposits data, we exclude
from this analysis the province of Madrid. Madrid hosts the central office of most banks, and for that
reason its aggregate information on deposits and loans includes information on accounting transactions that
do not constitute true deposits or loans. Loan information is available since 1987. Information on vehicle
registrations is available since 1988. Information on (estimated) housing prices is available for the period
1990-2010. Labor market information is measured during the last quarter of the year.
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics - Survey Information

Mean Min. Max. N
1. Individual Characteristics (1) (2) (3) (4)
Age 46 18 98 290,374
Female 0.52 0 1 290,374
Educational Level

Primary education or less 0.61 0 1 290,374
Secondary education 0.24 0 1 290,374
Higher Education 0.14 0 1 290,374

Occupational Status
Employed 0.45 0 1 290,374
Unemployed 0.10 0 1 290,374
Retired 0.20 0 1 290,374
Student 0.06 0 1 290,374
Housekeeper 0.19 0 1 290,374

2. Political Views
Sympathizes with the incumbent 0.34 0 1 265,575
Would vote for the incumbent 0.28 0 1 282,799
Voted for the incumbent in previous election 0.32 0 1 287,783
Assessment of the incumbent 3.0 1 5 231,435
Assessment of the opposition 2.7 1 5 177,619
Economic situation 2.8 1 5 214,789
Political situation 2.8 1 5 202,543

Notes: The table reports information from 94 surveys conducted by the Spanish Center for Sociolog-
ical Research (CIS) between 1986 and 2009. Variables “Assessment of the incumbent”, “Assessment
of the opposition”, “Economic situation”, “Political situation”are codified in the following way:
5=Very good, 4=Good, 3=Average, 4=Poor and 5=Very poor. Secondary education includes High
School graduates and graduates from Occupational Training Schools. Higher education includes
individuals with at least three years of higher education.

Table 3: The Effect of Christmas Lottery Prizes on Electoral Outcomes

Dependent variable: ∆ Votes for Incumbent (%)
All incumbents Fractions Ex. Sort Left-wing Right-wing Placebo

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
∆ GDP per capita 0.33** 0.33** 0.27* 0.28 0.33** 0.36*** 0.26* 0.51** 0.15

(0.13) (0.12) (0.13) (0.17) (0.13) (0.12) (0.15) (0.21) (0.10)
∆ Unemployment -0.03 -0.03 -0.09 -0.08 -0.03 -0.03 0.01 -0.06 0.13**

(0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.07) (0.05) (0.05) (0.07) (0.08) (0.05)
∆ CPI 0.01 0.02 -0.20 -1.40 0.01 0.05 0.34 -1.54 0.77

(0.77) (0.76) (0.85) (1.07) (0.77) (0.78) (0.79) (1.88) (0.62)
∆ Housing prices -0.02 -0.02 -0.03 -0.10*** -0.02 -0.03 -0.00 -0.09 -0.04

(0.03) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.04) (0.16) (0.04)
Lottery prizes 0.21** 0.22** 0.25** 0.66** 0.21*** 0.19** 0.31* -0.08

(0.09) (0.09) (0.12) (0.29) (0.07) (0.09) (0.18) (0.09)
Lottery expenditure -0.73 -0.70 -1.67 -1.23 -0.50 -1.13 -0.92 -0.44 -0.03

(0.67) (0.70) (1.50) (0.82) (0.72) (0.68) (1.14) (0.68) (0.44)
Winning fractions 0.61**

per capita (%) (0.30)
Province fixed-effects No No No Yes No No No No No No
Population weights No No No No Yes No No No No No
Adjusted R-sq 0.60 0.59 0.60 0.61 0.64 0.60 0.61 0.21 0.84 0.60
N 300 300 300 300 300 300 294 200 100 300

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered by province in parentheses. All regressions include year fixed-effects. Lottery prizes and Lottery
expenditure measure respectively the total amount of Christmas Lottery prizes corresponding to the top three prizes and the total expenditure
in Christmas Lottery during the term as percentage of provincial GDP. Winning fractions per capita indicates the number of fractions sold in
the province during the term that were awarded with the first, second or third prize, divided by the number of potential voters. The regression
in column (5) is weighted by the number of potential voters in the province. *significant at 10%; **significant at 5%; ***significant at 1%.
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Table 4: The Effect of Christmas Lottery Prizes on Electoral Participation

Dependent variable: ∆ Electoral Participation (%)
All incumbents Fractions Ex. Sort Left-wing Right-wing Placebo

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
∆ GDP per capita 0.15 0.15 0.08 0.09 0.15 0.13 0.21** -0.01 -0.04

(0.09) (0.09) (0.09) (0.10) (0.09) (0.09) (0.10) (0.17) (0.09)
∆ Unemployment 0.20*** 0.20*** 0.17*** 0.25*** 0.20*** 0.20*** 0.17*** 0.23*** -0.03

(0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.08) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.07) (0.03)
∆ CPI 0.08 0.08 -0.12 0.78* 0.08 0.12 0.06 -0.83 0.27

(0.42) (0.42) (0.45) (0.44) (0.42) (0.41) (0.45) (1.61) (0.50)
∆ Housing prices -0.00 -0.00 0.01 -0.01 -0.00 -0.00 -0.02 0.13 0.00

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.13) (0.03)
Lottery prizes -0.07 -0.09 -0.04 -0.38* -0.09 -0.09 -0.17* 0.10

(0.07) (0.08) (0.09) (0.22) (0.07) (0.08) (0.09) (0.08)
Lottery expenditure 0.53 0.47 -0.14 0.86** 0.31 0.76** 0.98 -0.08 -0.09

(0.37) (0.38) (0.79) (0.39) (0.40) (0.32) (0.81) (0.39) (0.30)
Lottery tickets 0.09

per capita (%) (0.32)
Province fixed-effects No No No Yes No No No No No No
Population weights No No No No Yes No No No No No
Adjusted R-sq 0.82 0.81 0.82 0.80 0.85 0.81 0.82 0.67 0.89 0.89
N 300 300 300 300 300 300 294 200 100 300

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered by province in parentheses. All regressions include year fixed-effects. Lottery prizes and Lottery expenditure
measure respectively the total amount of Christmas Lottery prizes corresponding to the top three prizes and the total expenditure in Christmas
Lottery during the term as percentage of provincial GDP. Winning fractions per capita indicates the number of fractions sold in the province
during the term that were awarded with the first, second or third prize, divided by the number of potential voters. The regression in column (5)
is weighted by the number of potential voters in the province. *significant at 10%; **significant at 5%; ***significant at 1%.

Table 5: Survey Evidence

Dep. variable: Vote Sympathy Assessment Assessment Economic Political
for incumbent incumbent incumbent opposition situation situation

Sample All Voted for Voted for Unknown/ All All All All All
incumbent another party Did not vote

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Lottery prizes 0.012** 0.001 0.006* 0.005 0.011 0.006 -0.019 0.002 -0.005

(0.006) (0.011) (0.004) (0.006) (0.007) (0.019) (0.034) (0.021) (0.020)
Lottery expenditure 0.016 -0.021 0.023 0.025 0.010 0.188* 0.001 0.129 0.207**

(0.026) (0.050) (0.023) (0.025) (0.033) (0.097) (0.118) (0.099) (0.087)
Pseudo R-sq 0.048 0.084 0.233 0.089 0.063 0.048 0.048 0.094 0.062
N 282,789 90,025 77,964 91,356 264,833 231,435 177,619 214,789 202,543

Notes: Columns (1)-(5) provide the marginal effects of a probit regression. Columns (6)-(9) provide results from an ordered probit. Robust
standard errors clustered by province in parentheses. The sample includes information from 94 political surveys conducted by the Spanish
Center for Sociological Research (CIS) between 1986 and 2009. Lottery prizes and Lottery expenditure measure Christmas Lottery prizes
awarded and lottery expenditure within the previous month as a share of the GDP. All regressions include controls for individual characteristics
(location size, age, gender, education, occupation), survey dummies and province times year dummies (not reported). *significant at 10%;
**significant at 5%; ***significant at 1%.
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Appendix Table (NOTE: FOR PRINT PUBLICATION)

Table A1: Data sources

Variables: Source:

Lottery data Sistemas Técnicos de Loteŕıas del Estado (STL)
Electoral data Ministry for Home Affairs
Survey data Centre for Sociological Research (CIS)
Population National Statistics Institute
GDP Fundación BBVA and IVIE
Consumer Price Index National Statistics Institute
Gross disposable household income (GDHI) National Statistics Institute
Other transfers National Statistics Institute
Bank deposits and loans Statistics Bulletin, Bank of Spain
Vehicle registrations Dirección General de Tráfico, Ministry for Home Affairs
Vehicle prices Tax agency and National Statistics Institute
Housing prices Sociedad de tasación (1986-2008) and BBVA (1990-2010)
Labor market Labor Force Survey, National Statistics Institute
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